
AP Literature and Composition 
2018 Summer-Reading Assignment 

 
Purpose: In Conroe ISD, we encourage all students to read over the summer in order to enrich 
learning and provoke thought. Summer reading strengthens reading skills, increases academic 
achievement, fosters a love for reading, and empowers students to become lifelong learners. 
Additionally, students who enroll in a Pre AP, AP, and DC English course are expected to engage in 
summer reading as it prepares students for the upcoming school year and creates an initial common 
framework for classroom discussion and instruction. 

 
Each student is required to work with hard copies of the summer-reading texts (no e-books or 
electronic downloads will be accepted). I highly encourage you to purchase your own copies so 
that you can annotate freely and well. However, if you find that you are unable to purchase 
them, you may check them out from the library and use post-it notes for annotation purposes. 
(Note: you must have access to the books for at least the first three weeks of school.) 
 
All work is due the first day of class.  

 

FIRST ASSIGNMENT:  
Text: How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster. 
Paperback: 336 pages 

Publisher: Harper Perennial; Revised edition 
ISBN-13: 978-0062301673 

 
Assignment: After EACH chapter (there are 26!) summarize 2‐3 main points, and analyze 
those points in relation to a work you have read. While I realize that you may not have read 
a plethora of higher-level reading selections, please try to choose works that have been 
studied in high school or, at the very least, are high-school reading level. We will have in-
class discussions about what constitutes literary merit. (If you are wondering if the books 
you are using for your examples are appropriate, consult the College Board’s list of AP 
quality authors.) YOU MUST DEMONSTRATE VARIETY; use multiple sources for your 
examples. And finally, this assignment must be typed—using MLA formatting—and 
submitted the first day of school. Once school has begun, you will submit your assignment 
to turnitin.com. 
 
Here is a sample for Chapter 1:  

Chapter 1: “Every Trip Is a Quest (Unless It’s Not)” 

Main Ideas: 
‐There is usually a quester, a place to go and a stated reason to go there. 
‐The quester usually encounters numerous challenges and trials that help him/her on the 
journey. 

‐The ultimate reason for the quest is to gain self‐knowledge and understanding. 
 
  



Helpful Hints 
 

Theme vs. Thematic Concepts 
 

A thematic concept is the generalized idea from which we can derive a theme. For many years you may have thought that 

these concepts were actually themes; however, in reality they are not. We have all seen them. We search Sparknotes for 

important themes and are given items such as love or chaos vs. order. These are, in fact, thematic concepts and need to be 

referred as such. 
 

Themes are derived from thematic concepts. If one sees ideas of death or corruption, he or she may say the thematic concept 

is death or corruption. Now, we must go one step further to understand the actual theme. What is the piece saying about 

death? What is it saying about corruption? Theme examples: 1. Death is inevitable. 2. It is human nature to fear death. 
 

A theme must: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Be a complete sentence 
Be universal 

Be about life or human nature 

4. Never be a moral 
5. Never be a cliché 

Connection: 
In The Kite Runner, Amir’s quest is to return to this past to set right the wrong he did as a 
young child. His reason for returning to Afghanistan is to rescue Hassan’s son Sohrab, 
who has been sold as a child prostitute to Amir and Hassan’s childhood enemy. Amir 
faces many challenges, including restrictions imposed by the Taliban, and the physical 
and mental challenge of confronting Assef. Ultimately, having completed his journey, 
Amir gains valuable knowledge about himself and his relationship to his own past as well 
as the possibilities of the future. 

 
*Note: The sample provided incorporates the theme of Foster’s chapter (the quester, 
quest etc.), provides a specific reference to the text, and connects the purpose of the 
quest as it is incorporated in the book. This is the connection that I am looking for you 
to recognize. Find this, avoid plot summary, and you are good to go. 

 
SECOND ASSIGNMENT:  

Text: Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad 
Paperback: 72 pages 
Publisher: Dover Publications; 1 edition (July 1, 1990) 
ISBN-13: 978-0486264646 
 
Purpose: In AP Literature and Composition, you are asked to revisit literary and rhetorical 
devices multiple times. Knowing what these devices are, recognizing how they are used, and 
showing how they add meaning to a text will be the crux of the work in this class. 

 
Assignment: Reading and Annotating 

 Heart of Darkness is a dense novella. I strongly recommend reading it multiple times over 
the summer with your final reading taking place shortly before school begins; that way it will 
be fresh in your mind. Then, be prepared to intelligently discuss the themes, language, and 
literary devices in the novel. (See notes on theme below.) 

 In an effort to support a fuller understanding of the novel, annotate the work well, paying 
particular attention to literary devices and overall theme(s). For annotation guidelines, see 
below.   



Annotating 101 
 
What is the point of annotation? 
 Annotation—taking notes while reading—encourages active, more thoughtful reading. 
 The reader gets a deeper initial reading and an understanding of the text that lasts. 
 Annotation provides a useful overview to consult before discussions or writing 

assignments. 
 

Important Caveat: The most common complaint about annotating is that it slows down your reading. 
Yes, it does. That’s the point. If annotating as you read annoys you, read a chapter or other designated 
section, then go back and annotate. 

 
What should you annotate? The possibilities are limitless. Your annotations must include comments. I want 
to see evidence of thinking. Here are some ideas about what you can annotate: 

 
1. Look for patterns and label them (word choice, sentence patterns, symbols, images, etc.). 
2. Literary devices: themes, similes, metaphors, personification, images, foreshadowing, symbolism, 

allusions, point of view, tone, mood, etc. Do not just label, but also comment on the effect of its 
usage. 

3. Summarize key events - at the ends of chapters or sections, write a bulleted list of key plot events. 
4. Write an alternative title for each chapter or section and explain your thinking. 
5. Vocabulary: circle words you want to learn or that jump out at you for some reason. You don’t have to 

write out a full dictionary definition; it is actually more helpful to put the definition into your own words. 
6. Make connections to movies, news events, other texts, & your life 
7. The actions or development of a character. Does the character change? Why? How? 
8. Something that intrigues, impresses, amuses, shocks, puzzles, disturbs, repulses, aggravates, etc. 
9. Mark & comment on passages you think are especially significant, powerful, or meaningful. 
10. Express agreement or disagreement. 
11. Make predictions. 
12. Note anything you would like to know more about or do not understand. Ask questions. 
13. Intriguing sentence patterns, a key moment in the plot, a bit of dialogue that reveals character, clues 

about the setting, passages that reveal theme, etc. 
 

Suggestions about how to use the margins and blank pages: 

 Reserve the tops of pages for brief summaries/plot points. 

 Side margins provide room for observations, insights, and questions as well as notes on style and the 
effect of literary devices. 

 The bottom of a page might be just the place for definitions of unfamiliar words. 

 Blank pages and inside covers provide room for lists of characters, charts of symbols, themes, and 
such. 

 
Scoring Rubric 

 
A:  Good annotations are reflective, purposeful and thoughtful, are spread evenly throughout the entire 

book, and clearly reveal your thought process. 
B: Annotations are evident throughout most of the text. Annotations lack reflection, purpose or 

thoughtfulness. Do not clearly reveal your thought process. 
C: Annotations are sporadic, incomplete and/or do not reveal evidence of effort, thought or purpose.  
D/F: Annotations reflect a lack of reading, possibly in skipped sections or random annotations of 

insignificant material. 


